Tax Litigation & Defense
SERVICE OVERVIEW
A tax dispute can range from a tax audit, a protest or
administrative appeal, litigating a tax dispute before the
United States Tax Court or other judicial body, criminal tax
investigations, or resolving a collection dispute with an
offer in compromise or installment agreement when a
client cannot conveniently pay his or her IRS debt.
Our tax litigation and defense practice has been
developed to specifically aid our clients in resolving their
disputes with the Internal Revenue Service and other
related agencies.
If you are the subject of an IRS or other agency inquiry,
you need a tax lawyer on your side who knows the
system and has experience approaching tax matters
from different angles.
Our tax law firm can assist you in all types of disputes
relating to federal income tax. As your counsel, we guide
you through every stage of the process from initial notice
to court with practical advice for an effective defense.
We can also work with you to deal with the Collection
Division of the IRS, including negotiating payment
arrangements and other resolution outcomes on your
behalf.
Whether fighting for an abatement of penalties or
favorable negotiated settlements, you can count on
diligent and cost-effective representation from our firm.
We commonly represent individuals, entrepreneurs, small
business owners, and professionals.

SUCCESSSFUL OUTCOME
The end goal of any tax dispute is to
achieve a favorable resolution as
efficiently as possible.
Frequently called upon to present on
developments in taxation and tax
dispute matters, our tax attorney
possesses the depth of knowledge and
breadth of experience to help you
achieve this goal.
Effective representation also means
your tax attorney will take over all
communications with the investigating
agency, make all required disclosures,
hande all filings with the appropriate
court, and amend tax returns as
needed.
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Some of the more specific tax litigation and controversy
issues our firm handles include:
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Audit Representation
U.S. Tax Court Litigation
Criminal Tax Matters
Appeal Adverse Tax Decisions
Tax Preparer and CPA Defense
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